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|| ΕΛ || The Vision-Mission-Foundation 

Statement of Regine Humanics Foundation || ΕΛ 

||  

The Foundation: April 06: 2018 

 

At a Founding Meeting, chaired by himself, Munayem Mayenin, has made the 

Decision to Found Regine Humanics Foundation, to be a Community Interest 

Company, CIC or Social Enterprise, which in Humanics would be a Human 

Enterprise and has, thereby, adopted the following Vision-Mission-Foundation 

Statement of Regine Humanics Foundation, which is a philosophical statement, 

from which all the relevant documents will be prepared to go through the 

registration process of The Foundation as a C.I.C 

Further, having subscribed to The Foundation, Munayem Mayenin has joined 

The Presidium of Regine Humanics Foundation. There is no payment or 

remuneration for the work he shall undertake being the Member of The 

Presidium and running and conducting the business of The Foundation 

through The Presidium. 

Additionally, in a Further Resolution of the First Meeting of The Presidium, 

chaired by himself, Munayem Mayenin has been appointed as the Chief 

Executive of The Foundation to lead The Administration of The Foundation. He 

was further, given the positions of: Editor of The Humanion and Festival 

Director of the London Poetry Festival; remuneration for these roles shall be 

determined at a later meeting of The Presidium.  

 

Signature 

 

Munayem Mayenin 

April 06: 2018 
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The Vision-Mission-Foundation Statement 

 
Regine Humanics Foundation exists to nurture, foster, enhance, empower, 

enrich, support, advance, celebrate and promote humanity, the humanion of 

humanity and the human condition, human oneness and connectedness both 

in its unity of oneness and its varied array of diversity in abilities and in 

disabilities in all forms, manners, ways and expressions. And in doing so 

Regine Humanics Foundation will work to foster and promote the ethos of 

human existence as to seek and strive to be the noun, the verb and the adjective 

of human existence, expressed as: ʹʹBe and do love for we are once: Life: You 

Are The Law The Flow The Glow: In Joys In Hurts You Are The Vine-Songs On 

The Light-Trellis.ʹʹ 

Regine Humanics Foundation exists in humanics, which is a new way of 

thinking, being and existing, in which the human affairs are conducted through 

Human Enterprise, which is an idea, in which no one owns anything but 

everyone belongs to the whole as the whole belongs to everyone lawfully and 

equally and, it neither believes in nor makes money but human utilities, needs, 

aspirations, creativity, imagination and dreams are served without money, 

where everyone works and creates for others as others create and work for 
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them, thus, bringing in meaning and purpose to life along with it come natural 

justice, equality and liberty, that establish a true civilisation. And in one word, 

this system of human affairs management is called, Humanics and, a society, 

that runs itself in humanics is called a humanical society.  

Regine Humanics Foundation exists to work to present, promote and take to 

the world and to humanity this vision, this humanicsovicsopia, this dream, this 

utopia of a humanical society living in humanics as one humanity as the 

humanion, in one world, on one earth in a dual-system of the earth and moon, 

in one Sunnara, in one Universe and in such a humanical society, where 

humanics means society and humanity have achieved true civilisation, that is 

marked and measured in the existence and achievement of equality and liberty, 

meaning and purpose, in which exists natural justice, where humanity is at 

home as single units of a persons, as units of families, as units of communities 

and societies: in singular humanity is at liberty and equal; in plurality humanity 

is at liberty and equal and a society is a true civic society, where the rule of law 

and natural justice mean the same thing. 

And in such a society knowledge, learning and seeking is a way of existing so 

that each soul is an eternal learner to keep on guarding its liberty by constantly 

keeping on learning so that the soul remains at liberty for without knowledge 

and learning fear grips the soul and takes its liberty away because a soul 

without knowledge is scared, afraid and lost and, therefore, it loses its liberty 

all together. And in seeking, striving and promoting this learning and seeking 

The Foundation will do everything to support human ingenuity, imagination, 

creativity, humanity, compassion, love, kindness, care and empathy in the faith 

that: human life unfolds in a Nine-Step-Realm-Path as this: i: Imagination, ii. 

Prospectivity, iii: Tentativity, iv: Feasibility, v: Possibility, vi: Onwardineity, vii: 

Probability, viii: Certainty and ix: Reality; as these are the nine realms of reality 

through which human endeavours begin and progress towards reality. This is 

the nine-step, onward realms of becoming: all arising out of imagination, 

seeking to travel towards becoming part of reality or rather, becoming real. 

There is none and can not be any reality, that can come to exist unless that 

reality has existed in imagination and from there followed this nine-step path 

onto reality.  

But humanity’s walk to develop itself as one humanion, as a metaphorical 

spiritual physiology of being one and the same humanity living across the 
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earth, in the Sunnara, on this Universana and working towards and reaching 

for and becoming ready towards a humanical society, living in humanics, will 

be a long, long, long walk so that The Foundation, in the meanwhile, will work 

to promote, through all its activities, works and initiatives, the following:  

a: That all citizens of a nation have: a: Guaranteed Universal Income; b: A 

Guaranteed Home; c: A Guaranteed Education Up to College and Guaranteed 

Subsidised Route to Degree-Level Education; d: A Guaranteed Job; e: 

Guaranteed Access to Free for All Healthcare at the Point of Need and f: A 

Guaranteed Universal-Child-Income-Protection Where Every Child is 

Guaranteed Equal Financial Support from 0-16; g: Guaranteed Social Care and 

h: Guaranteed Access to Equitable Pension:Provides a living income. For the 

Foundation believes these are the strands of reality of a human condition, that 

will support and prepare humanity towards the humanical future of oneness in 

a civilisation built in natural justice, where equality and liberty have become a 

reality for every human soul and each and every human soul has found the 

means to seek, find, define and create her:his own meaning and purpose in life 

of being and existing in a civic society, where natural justice and the rule of law 

mean the same thing that shows: humanity has become such that it now resides, 

exists, does, creates, loves, gives and becomes as such that resonates the infinite 

liberty, equality, meaning and purpose or natural justice expressed in the 

vastness of the one Universe or Universana, the frontierless country for the 

frontierless humanion. 

b: And, therefore, Regine Humanics Foundation will continue publishing The 

Humanion as an online daily quality newspaper, news-publication as an on 

going University of Life, Living, Learning and Humanity to advance its works, 

aims, objectives and vision.  

c: In addition to The Humanion, the Foundation will continue to run, organise, 

promote and manage the annual London Poetry Festival and take other 

activities to advance its works in all areas as much as its resources might allow 

it to do. These works, activities, actions and projects of The Foundation will 

seek to support, promote, foster and nurture the reality as opposed to any other 

fragmented, fractured, distorted and unreal representations of reality being 

concocted, enforced, orchestrated, brewed and dictated to a herded humanity 

by the market profiteers of the most dehumanised arena of the distorteddia, 

whereby supporting, nurturing and celebrating humanity’s innate qualities 
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both its oneness and its myriad of diversity, human compassion, care, love, 

connectedness and oneness, solidarity, individuality and belonging, friendship 

and humanionship, family, community, society and all other states of human 

virtues, such as, respect, hope, faith, acceptance, relatedness and working 

together, duty, love of learning and seeking and the most fundamental of 

human states: imagination, ingenuity, empathy, creativity, sense of wonder, 

love of openness, nature, the otherwhere and the other and the whole and the 

frontierless Universana and its infinite array of beauty and joy, love and giving.  

d: In advancing these The Foundation will be the voice for the ‘dispossessed’, 

the marginalised, the left behind, the cut out and abandoned, the friendless, the 

disempowered, the disabled, the minority, the devastated and the 

unsupported. And in seeking to advance these causes The Foundation will seek 

to establish works and services in these areas, such as, working to end all forms 

of homelessness, end rough sleeping, working to promote social cohesion and 

bringing together of diverse people, communities of all ages and backgrounds, 

working with and for the elderly, the frail and the vulnerable people, people 

with disabilities, particularly, with young people with disabilities. 

e: The Foundation will establish a Humanics Spring Festival of Humanity, 

taking place on Every Sixth of April annually in London and encourage it being 

established and celebrated all across the UK and the rest of the world to bring 

together all humanity of all backgrounds to, simply, gather and celebrate 

humanity and The Foundation will work to bring about a ʹnational movementʹ 

in the UK and across the world, whereby agencies and organisations work 

together to create a Humanical Youth Rainbow Visionaries, who all work 

together during their entire youth outside their educational hours, learning and 

working together around their communities supporting and enabling all 

people of all disabilities, vulnerabilities and shortfalls, as well as, taking civic 

actions and activities around their local environment and ecology. The 

Foundation will seek to work of Universities to establish an Academic 

Framework for ʹaccreditation of the body of ʹwork, seeking, learning, creating 

and givingʹ, that a young person achieves with the Visionaries working from 

age 12-29. And, The Foundation will seek to develop, establish and run a 

Humanics Assembly of Humanity in the United Kingdom, working with all 

agencies, bodies and institutions to advance liberty, equality, oneness, diversity 

and civic humanionship between and among all people, led by the youth, with 
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a focus of creating an assembly for advancing gender equality, challenging 

masochism and misogyny and stereotypes so that this Assembly will represent 

all forms and manners of human individuals from all backgrounds and 

identities and the Assembly shall have a ratio of woman and man as 50:50. The 

Highest Leadership of the Assembly shall be a woman and man as Equi-

Leaders and all other structures of this Assembly shall have an equal number 

of women and men. The idea is to establish this body in the UK, as well as, in 

England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales and these bodies will work 

with all layers and strata of governments, including, the parliaments, 

assemblies and all other such bodies to advance the agenda of gender equality, 

civic and social cohesion and a celebration of the beautiful oneness and awe-

inspiring diversity of humanity. And, these assemblies, hopefully, will spread 

across the globe and they all, one day, work in unison and concert and bring 

about the dawn of the Humanion as one unity of humanity on Mother Earth 

and, with it show humanity and the world that it is time there comes to exist 

The Universal Assembly of the Humanion to Lead humanity towards the 

future. 

In short, The Foundation exists for no individual’s or group of individuals’ 

personal benefits; rather it exists for the benefit and good of society and 

humanity. It exists for promoting and working for the common good. If, ever, 

The Foundation comes to cease to exist, all of its existing assets will be given to 

a similar agency, that exists and works for common good.  

The Foundation will be led, run, managed, guided by the people, who subscribe 

to The Humanicsovicsovision of The Foundation and join its Presidium, to 

which The Founder is The Founding Member, who will invite others to join The 

Presidium. The Presidium shall be a valid, functioning and in quorum body 

with whatever number makes it at any point in time. The Presidium shall be its, 

only and the highest ‘body’ but no individual member nor all members 

combined together of The Presidium own:s The Foundation nor any of its asset 

but they all singly and plurally belong to The Foundation as The Foundation 

belongs to them but as and when they leave they leave as they came: with 

nothing to gain from being at The Foundation. And no one gains any financial 

payment or remuneration for being part of The Presidium or for the time and 

human resources they invest in conducting its duties and responsibilities, 
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which they undertake simply because of their humanical way of living and 

existing.  

However, if, they take on other full or part time roles in the works, activities, 

initiatives, efforts, projects of The Foundation they will receive payment, 

remuneration for that work so that they are able to support, sustain, live and 

lead an ‘honourable, honest, decent’ human life.  

Regine Humanics Foundation is established by the Thinker, Author, Poet, 

Novelist, Playwright, Editor of The Humanion, Festival Director of London 

Poetry Festival and a Humanicsxian: hu: maa: neek: tian: One, that believes in 

and lives and exists by humanics, Munayem Mayenin of  London, England, 

United Kingdom with 20% of all the income arising out of the on going sales of 

his published body of works in fiction and non-fiction, that he has created over 

his entire course of life so far, going to The Foundation. While this is stated for 

clarity, that Munayem Mayenin is and remains to be the Lawful Copyright 

Holder:Owner of All his intellectual and creative works and he retains and, 

shall continue to do so, the rights and the powers to exercise over these 

intellectual properties. A Founding Payment of £20, the sum of twenty pounds, 

From Such Income is, hereby, made to Regine Humanics Foundation on April 

06: 2018 by the Founder Munayem Mayenin. 

Regine Humanics Foundation is, hereby, founded by and with the whole, full 

and entire faculty of the Agency of Munayem Mayenin on April 06: 2018: 

London: England: United Kingdom. 

And, in this, Regine Humanics Foundation is The First Ever Human Enterprise, 

will be existing, in the current legal form, as a Social Enterprise, as and when it 

is registered: For the Common Good of the Common and One Humanity. The 

Foundation will seek and accept support from the members of the public.  

Regine Humanics Foundation 

April 06: 2018 

The founding Member of the Presidium is Munayem Mayenin 

Regine Humanics Foundation 

April 06: 2018 
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Signature 

 

Munayem Mayenin 

April 06: 2018 

 

: This Vision-Mission-Foundation Statement is not a legal statement but a 

philosophical foundation statement on the Founding of The Foundation. Out of 

this statement the necessary other statements, rules and regulations necessary 

as per the law of the United Kingdom for The Foundation will be made out of 

as part of the Registration process :  
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Books by Munayem Mayenin 

https://lulu.com/spotlight/MunayemMayenin  

https://publishuk.sweek.com/site/?r=userwebsite/index&id=munayem_mayen

in  

 

 

 || Regine Humanics Foundation Ltd: A Human Enterprise: Registered as a 

Not For Profit Social Enterprise in England and Wales: Company No: 

11346648 || 

 

|| Humanics: All-For-One-One-For-All  || 


